What is Quantisal?

Quantisal is a device used to collect oral fluid for drug testing. It provides a simple, non-invasive, observed collection, avoiding issues with adulteration and dilution. No bathroom is required for oral fluid collection, and it eliminates both the invasion of privacy and collector gender issues. Specimens can be collected anytime, anywhere.

Why is a collection device needed?

Studies have shown that expectoration was reported as distasteful by donors and collectors—both preferred Quantisal for collection and analysis. In addition, specimens collected with Quantisal contained higher drug levels and provided better detection rates than specimens collected by expectoration.

How is the specimen collected?

The Quantisal collection device pad is placed underneath the subject’s tongue until the volume adequacy indicator located at the tip of the device turns blue. The device is then placed in the transport tube and secured for shipping to the laboratory.

How much oral fluid is collected and why is this important?

Quantisal collects 1mL (+/- 10%) of oral fluid ensuring sufficient quantity for screening, confirmation, repeat testing and challenges. The volume adequacy indicator verifies that enough oral fluid has been collected, eliminating the potential for rejected samples due to insufficient specimen volume (QNS).

Why is there blue liquid in the transport tube?

The blue liquid or “buffer” assists in the extraction of drugs (if present) from the collection pad and stabilizes the drug compounds until testing.

What is extraction efficiency and why is it important?

Extraction efficiency, also called “drug recovery,” is the percentage of drug that is recovered from the pad. Recovery is calculated for each drug class by comparing the concentration of drug obtained from a collection device to the concentration of a standard not added to the pad and reported as a percent recovery. Good extraction efficiencies avoid false negatives by ensuring that low level positives at or around the cutoff level will be detected.

Does Quantisal contain gelatin?

No. Quantisal does not contain gelatin or any other substance that may be restricted for dietary reasons.

Is oral fluid considered a biohazard?

No. OSHA does not consider oral fluid collection hazardous.

Quantisal Extraction Efficiency by Drug Class
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Summary of Drug Class

- THC
- THCCOOH
- CBD
- CBN

Extraction Efficiency (% recovery)

- Imipramine: 80%
- Dextromethorphan: 77%
- Codeine: 91%
- Alprazolam: 75%
- THC: 86%
- THCCOOH: 99%
- CBD: 94%
- CBN: 96%
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How is oral fluid tested?
Just like urine testing, screening is performed by immunoassay, and confirmation is performed by mass spectrometry. GC-MS and LC-MS/MS are two examples.

What is the stability of the sample after collection?
Drugs in oral fluid collected with Quantisal are stable for two weeks at room temperature, 30 days if refrigerated.

How are specimens shipped to the laboratory?
Specimens are shipped via overnight courier the day of collection. If this is not possible, specimens should be kept in a temperature-controlled environment until shipping. If an oral fluid specimen cannot be shipped within two weeks of collection, it has not been refrigerated. It should be discarded and recollected.

How is oral fluid different than urine?
Specimen volume is much lower with oral fluid. Drug concentrations are present in lower levels in oral fluid than urine; therefore lower screening and confirmation levels are required. Oral fluid identifies the parent drug and sometimes the drug metabolite. Urine testing is targeted at the drug metabolite.

What drug classes can be detected?
Illicit drugs and a wide range of prescription medications can be detected in oral fluid collected with Quantisal.

Immunalysis manufactures immunoassay screening reagents for the following:

- Alcohol
- Amphetamine
- Benzodiazepines
- Buprenorphine
- Carisoprodol
- Caffeine
- Cocaine
- Codeine
- Dextromethorphan
- Fentanyl
- Fluoxetine
- Ketamine
- Marijuana
- Methadone
- Methamphetamine
- Methylenedioxymethamphetamine
- Naltrexone
- Opiates
- Oxycodone
- PCE
- Propoxyphene
- Sertraline
- Tramadol
- Tricyclic Antidepressants
- Zolpidem

What is the detection window?
Depending on the drug used, dose, and other individual factors, drugs are generally detected shortly after use and up to 48 hours or more in routine testing. Some research has demonstrated that drugs can be detected in oral fluid up to several weeks.

What do the results mean?
Drug levels in oral fluid are closely related to plasma drug levels and may provide evidence of “under the influence.” Oral fluid provides relevant information for monitoring programs since results reflect time frame consistent with dosing period, assuming equilibration has been achieved.

Can substances such as food, beverages, or mouthwash affect the test result?
The effects of a variety of commonly ingested substances have been studied and found to have no effect on the outcome of the result.

Can a person dilute or adulterate an oral fluid specimen?
The subject should not have had anything to eat or drink, or have anything in his/her mouth for 10 minutes prior to collection. The collection is observed to ensure that the subject cannot introduce something to the specimen during the collection. If these collection procedures are followed the chances of dilution and adulteration are virtually eliminated.

Does Quantisal use artificial stimulants to increase saliva production?
No, Quantisal does not contain artificial stimulants, such as citric acid. Studies show that drug levels in specimens collected after acidic stimulation may be lower than those collected without artificial stimulants.